
Mapping Cancer Markers – March 2017 update 
 
The Mapping Cancer Markers (MCM) project continues to process work units for the Ovarian 
Cancer dataset.  As we accumulate these results, we continue to analyze MCM results from the 
previous Lung Cancer dataset. Below we discuss one direction in which we are pursuing the 
analysis. 
 
Patterns of gene-family signatures in lung cancer 
In cancer, and human biology in general, multiple biomarkers (genes, proteins, microRNAs, 
etc.) can have similar patterns of activity. This may be because the genes serve redundant 
roles, or because the genes (or other molecules) participate together in a group to serve a 
biological function. A cancer signature composed of a set of specific genes may appear different 
than another signature composed of different, specific genes, and yet perform equivalently 
because the genes in each are functionally related. With this problem in mind, post-doctorate 
fellow Anne-Christin Hauschild is leading a study of frequently-occurring patterns (or motifs) of 
genes present in high-performing lung cancer gene signatures.   
 

 
This project looked at the first phase results from the Lung Cancer MCM analysis, which was a 
systematic exploration of the entire space of potential fixed-length signatures. We began by 
selecting 45 million high-performing signatures derived from World-Community-Grid-computed 
MCM results. These are the signatures evaluated to carry the most information for lung cancer 
diagnosis. 
 
Next, we divided all genes in the lung cancer dataset into 180 clusters (gene families), where 
genes in each family show similar activity in the lung cancer dataset. We then labelled those top 
signatures with the gene families into which the genes were assigned. This gave us a set of 
high-performing signatures expressed as gene families instead of genes. This allowed us to 
treat two different gene signatures as the same gene-family signature, as long as the 
corresponding genes in each signature are members of the same family. 

Illustration 

1: Summary of the analysis workflow. 



 
To help understand the gene-families themselves, we can visualize each one with word clouds 
that describe the functions of the genes they contain, or the biological pathways they represent. 
We draw this information from Gene Ontology, pathDIP, or other sources. 
 
From there, we looked for patterns in these gene-family signatures: which families appear 
unusually frequently (or rarely) in high-performing signatures, or families that tend to appear 
multiple times in the same signature. We used Frequent-Itemset mining algorithm to discover 
specific patterns that occur unusually frequently in good signatures.  
 
 

 

 
Illustration 2: Some gene families occur multiple times in a single signature with 
surprising frequency (high or low). Family 109 rarely appears multiple times. Family 12 
appears surprisingly often in 9x multiples. 



 

 

 

 
Illustration 3: Several important gene families, characterized by word clouds describing 
the genes’ molecular function annotations from the Gene Ontology database. Circles 
group families into common patterns found in high-performing signatures. Patterns often 
overlap, as in this example: one pattern containing families 3, 5, and 18 intersects with 
another containing families 12, 18, and 57.  



 
 
Using databases such as IID (http://ophid.utoronto.ca/iid) or pathDIP 
(http://ophid.utoronto.ca/pathDIP/), we can take these patterns and examine the relationships 
between the gene-families they contain, so we can start to understand why certain combinations 
of such families carry so much information about lung cancer. We use NAViGaTOR 
(http://ophid.utoronto.ca/navigator) to visualize and explore these complex sets of relationships. 
 

 
Early project results presented at Personalizing Cancer Medicine 
2017 
 
We presented the preliminary results of this project to Canadian and international cancer 
researchers this February, in a poster at the Personalizing Cancer Medicine Conference 2017, 
Toronto, Ontario. We gained many insights and ideas from discussing this early work, and we 
continue developing them further. 
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Illustration 4: Relationship between 11 significant gene families (large circles) within a 
protein interaction network. Only the most important genes (dots, colour-coded by 
biological function) in each family are shown.  
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Thank you to members 
 
This work would not be possible without the participation of World Community Grid Members. 
Thank you for generously contributing CPU cycles, and for your interest in this and other World 
Community Grid projects. 
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